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Webinar Objectives
At the completion of this webinar, the participants will be able to…

Describe the basics of the underlying technology behind cryptocurrencies, 
blockchains, and smart contracts  

Prerequisites
A basic understanding of computers, programming, Internet and 
cryptography. 
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5https://www.blockchain.com/explorer
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https://www.blockchain.com/explorer



Bitcoin Block #1 - 1/8/2009 by Satoshi Nakamoto
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https://www.blockchain.com/btc/block/1



8https://ethereum.org/en/what-is-ethereum/
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https://www.blockchain.com/explorer?view=eth
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Currencies - Online Transactions

• Physical cash
• Non-traceable (well, mostly!)
• Secure (mostly)
• Low inflation

• Fiat Currency – legal tender whose value is backed by a government
• Note that since 1971, the US$ has no backing with gold!
• Cryptocurrencies are not fiat currencies!

• Physical currencies can’t be used online directly 
⮚Electronic credit or debit transactions

Bank sees all transactions
Merchants can track/profile customers
Cryptocurrencies are not associated with any bank or regulatory agency!
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Bitcoin

• A distributed, decentralized digital currency system
• Released by Satoshi Nakamoto 2008 
• Effectively a bank run by an ad hoc network

• Digital checks
• A distributed transaction log 
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Size of the BitCoin Economy
• Number of BitCoins in circulation ~18.82 million (September 2021)
• Total number of BitCoins generated cannot exceed 21 million. 

• New blocks created every 10 minutes. 
• Currently, each block adds 6.25 bitcoins into circulation
• Mining will end in the year 2140…

• Average price of a Bitcoin: 
• $43,819.54 on September 21, 2021
• $43,045.91 on May 18, 2021
• $10,360.45 on July 1, 2019
• $4,110 on February 23, 2019
• $3,729 on Dec 29, 2018
• $8,522 on May 15, 2018
• $18,000 on December, 2017
• $3,867 on September 25, 2017
• $2,350 on June 27, 2017

◻ Price has been very unstable and speculative.

• Currently, 244,157 tx/day or ~170 tx/minute.
(In contrast, Visa transaction 200,000 per minute!) 14



Bitcoin Transactions

Public key 0xa8fc93875a972ea

Signature 0xa87g14632d452cd

Public key 0xc7b2f68...
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Bitcoin Network

• Each P2P node runs the following algorithm:
• New transactions are broadcast to all nodes.
• Each node (miners) collects new transactions into a block.
• Each node works on finding a proof-of-work for its block. (Hard to do. 

Probabilistic. The one to finish early will probably win.)
• When a node finds a proof-of-work, it broadcasts the block to all nodes.
• Nodes accept the block only if all transactions in it are valid (digital signature 

checking) and not already spent (check all the transactions).
• Nodes express their acceptance by working on creating the next block in the 

chain, using the hash of the accepted block as the previous hash. 
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BitCoin: Challenges

• Creation of a virtual coin/note
• How is it created in the first place?
• How do you prevent inflation? (What prevents anyone from creating lots of coins?)

• Validation
• Is the coin legit? (proof-of-work)
• How do you prevent a coin from double-spending?

• Buyer and Seller protection in online transactions
• Buyer pays, but the seller doesn’t deliver
• Seller delivers, buyer pays, but the buyer makes a claim. 

• Trust on third-parties
• Rely on “proof of work” instead of trust
• Verifiable by everyone – blockchain is visible to all
• No central bank or clearing house
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Back to BitCoin

• Validation
• Is the coin legit? (proof-of-work) 🡪 Use of Cryptographic Hashes
• How do you prevent a coin from double-spending? 🡪 Broadcast to all nodes

• Creation of a virtual coin/note
• How is it created in the first place? 🡪 Provide incentives for miners, earn 

bitcoins after work!
• How do you prevent inflation? (What prevents anyone from creating lots of 

coins?) 🡪 Limit the creation rate of the BitCoins. Right now, 6.25 coins to 
miners as of June 2020
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Security in Bitcoin

• Authentication
• Am I paying the right person? Not some other impersonator? 

• Integrity
• Is the coin double-spent? 
• Can an attacker reverse or change transactions?

• Availability
• Can I make a transaction anytime I want?

• Confidentiality
• Are my transactions private? Anonymous? 
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Security in Bitcoin

• Authentication 🡪 Public Key Crypto: Digital Signatures
• Am I paying the right person? Not some other impersonator? 

• Integrity 🡪 Digital Signatures and Cryptographic Hash
• Is the coin double-spent? 
• Can an attacker reverse or change transactions?

• Availability🡪 Broadcast messages to the P2P network
• Can I make a transaction anytime I want?

• Confidentiality🡪 Pseudonymity
• Are my transactions private? Anonymous? 
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Practical Limitation

• At least 10 minutes to verify a transaction. 
• Agree to pay
• Wait for one block (10 mins) for the transaction to go through.
• But, for a large transaction ($$$) wait longer, around 60 minutes. 

Because if you wait longer it becomes more secure. 
• For large $$$, you wait for six blocks (1 hour).
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Bitcoin Economics

◻ Rate limiting on the creation of a new block
◻ Adapt to the “network’s capacity”
◻ A block created every 10 mins (six blocks every hour) 

◻ How? Difficulty is adjusted every two weeks to keep the rate fixed as capacity/computing 
power increases

◻ N new Bitcoins per each new block: credited to the miner 🡪 incentives for 
miners
◻ N was 50 initially. In 2013, N=25
◻ Since 2016 N = 12.5, next half is June 2020 for N = 6.25. 
◻ Halved every 210,000 blocks (every four years) till 2140 when all mining will end
◻ Thus, the total number of BitCoins will not exceed 21 million. (After this miner takes a fee)
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Mining Pools - www.btc.com
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Privacy Implications

• No anonymity, only pseudonymity
• All transactions remain on the block chain– indefinitely! 
• Retroactive data mining

• Target used data mining on customer purchases to identify pregnant women 
and target ads at them (NYT 2012), ended up informing a woman’s father 
that his teenage daughter was pregnant 

• Imagine what credit card companies could do with the data
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Alternative Crypto Coins - Altcoins
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Altcoins
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https://coinmarketcap.com/all/views/all/



Stablecoin
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https://www.coindesk.com/what-are-stablecoins



Stablecoin Collateral
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Popular Stablecoins
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Case Study –Track Alice Tx to Bob
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Buying a Cup of Coffee
Alice, introduced in the previous chapter, is a new user who has just acquired her first 
bitcoin. In [getting_first_bitcoin], Alice met with her friend Joe to exchange some cash 
for bitcoin. The transaction created by Joe funded Alice’s wallet with 0.10 BTC. Now 
Alice will make her first retail transaction, buying a cup of coffee at Bob’s coffee shop in 
Palo Alto, California.

Bob’s Cafe recently started accepting bitcoin payments by adding a bitcoin option to its 
point-of-sale system. The prices at Bob’s Cafe are listed in the local currency (US 
dollars), but at the register, customers have the option of paying in either dollars or 
bitcoin. Alice places her order for a cup of coffee and Bob enters it into the register, as 
he does for all transactions. The point-of-sale system automatically converts the total 
price from US dollars to bitcoin at the prevailing market rate and displays the price in 
both currencies:
Total: $1.50 USD 0.015 BTC

Bob says, "That’s one-dollar-fifty, or fifteen millibits."
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Labs
• Beginner Lab - run helloworld.sol on the Remix IDE

• Overview - Helloworld.sol is a simple smart contract written in Solidity that contains two 
functions - printHello and die. While printHello simply prints “Hello World” to the console, 
the die function terminates the smart contract.

• Download the Helloworld.sol code to your local hard disk
• Open the Remix Ethereum IDE - https://remix.ethereum.org/
• Go to File - Open File and open Helloworld.sol
• Continue using lab instructions

• Intermediate Lab - need to install Metamask Wallet as Chrome Extension
The lab uses the Kovan Test Network connected via the Metamask Wallet to deploy a smart 
contract called Faucet. This smart contract is deployed at a specific address in the Kovan Test 
Network blockchain. Assuming there is test KETH in the wallet, one can send 1 ETH to the Smart 
Contract, and use the Withdraw function to withdraw 1 wei from the smart contract.
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Helloworld.sol
pragma solidity >= 0.4.22 <0.6.0;

contract Mortal{

address owner;

constructor() public {

owner = msg.sender;

}

function die() public {

if(msg.sender == owner)

selfdestruct(msg.sender);

}

}

contract Helloworld is Mortal{

string output = "Hello, World!";

function printHello() public view returns (string memory) {

return output;

}

}
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• Cryptocurrencies and underlying blockchain technology  
• https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf – Original Paper by Satoshi Nakamoto, 10/28
• www.bitcoin.org – Original cryptocurrency, over 10 years old!
• www.ZeroCoin.org - Extend Bitcoin to make it private
• www.Litecoin.org - Open Source P2P Internet Currency
• www.Ethereum.org – Created a Virtual Machine for any Token
• www.Hyperledger.org - Blockchains for Business 
• www.ripple.com - Ripple Crytpcurrency (XRP) – Rising star for global tx
• www.getmonero.org – Monero Cryptocurrency (XMR) – Popular for security
• www.coinbase.com – Popular Exchange to buy cryptocurrency
• www.blockexplorer.com – Bitcoin Block Explorer
• www.blockchain.info – Great source for all sorts of crypto info 
• www.dogecoin.com - Started off as a joke but now favored by Shiba Inus WW


